Graphical enhancement to support PCA-based process monitoring and fault diagnosis.
Principal component analysis (PCA) for process modeling and multivariate statistical techniques for monitoring, fault detection, and diagnosis are becoming more common in published research, but are still underutilized in practice. This paper summarizes an in-depth case study on a chemical process with 20 monitored process variables, one of which reflects product quality. The analysis is performed using the PLS_Toolbox 2.01 with MATLAB, augmented with software which automates the analysis and implements a statistical enhancement that uses confidence limits on the residuals of each variable for fault detection rather than just confidence limits on an overall residual. The newly developed graphical interface identifies and displays each variable's contribution to the faulty behavior of the process; and it aids greatly in analyzing results. The case study analyzed within shows that using the statistical enhancement can reduce the fault detection time, and the automated graphical interface implements the enhancement easily.